ORSDCE Workshop 2018

3rd International Workshop on flexibility in sustainable construction. April, 20th, Poznan

Venue – Poznan University of Technology, PL- 60-965 Poznan, 2 Piotrowo Str., Lecture Center, auditorium no. 25 Technical Library

General aims of the workshop:
– inspiration of young researchers to work grace to keynote speakers
– discussion and development of new ideas and solutions with partners from industry,
– presentation of innovative projects given by the enterprises,
– knowledge bridge creation between academia – industry – PhD students,
– verification of the concepts in practice – case studies in progress

Topics:
flexible management; lean management; BIM; agile management; operational research; decision making; civil engineering; construction technology and management; sustainable development in civil engineering; buildings life cycle; qualification of human resources; real estate management; project management; quality management.
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